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Cancer Drive
In Progress

Vol. LXXXX No. 86

Vehicles Involved
In Collision At
16th And Main

KEA Ends
Three Day
Convention

Two vehicles were involved
in a collision at 16th and Main
Cancer research, the key Streets on Thursday at 2:25
which will unlock the door lead- p.m., according to the report
Always trying to ease the proing to the eventual conquest of filed by the investigating officblems of you poor overworked
cancer, received almost 38 cents ers of the Murray Police Dehousewives, we now have the
LOUISVILLE Ky. an — The
of each dollar allocated by the partment.
following tip for you. A good
American Cancer Society, Mrs. No injuries were reported. Kentucky Education Association
reader comes in and says here
Aubrey Hatcher of the Callo- This is the seventh traffic col- KEA, ending its annual threeIs how to fix your bacon. Just
way County unit said today; lision report filed by the Mur- day convention here today, will
fry up a bunch of it, and put
approximately 44 cents goes to ray Police Department for the vote for its new officers for
It on paper towels to get rid of
the 1969-1970 year.
other programs, with 18 cents month of April.
ethe extra grease. Then, wrap
Nominated for the potation of
budgeted to administrative and
involved
were
Cars
1964
a
it in clean paper towels and
president-elect and running unfund-raising costs.
Chevrolet
four
door
sedan
driput it in the refrigerator. The
Last year the American Can- ven by Catherine Watson Tid- opposed was Mrs. Ruth Reeves
next morning all you do is get
cer Society assigned over $22 well of Lynn Grove Route One, of Ashland.
out what you want, put the oven
John C. Alexander, an elemillion to all areas of research, and a Dodge two ton truck own. on broil, and there you have
an all time high, he noted. ed by Dewey Lampkins, Jr., mentary school principal from
It. If you wash the skillet the
Funds for these vital research and driven by Bill Cashion of Port Thomas, and Claude Purnight before for the eggs, mask
vis, an assistant high school
projects, he added, are raised Kirksey Route.
the coffee pot the night before
principal from Jefferson CounPictured above are the area group of 444
by the Society's annual Crusade
Cashion, going north on 16th
and Randy King. Second row, Steve Lewis, Cathy
Junior Lardfor the coffee, you have it made.
Nicholson,
ers who attended th• Conservation Training
against Cancer held each April, Street, started away from stop ty, are running for KEA vice
Camp held this
Reba Hardy, Cheryl Vail, Jayna.Scott and Clair Eversmayer
You can fix breakfast without
week at North Central 4-H Center, Carlisle.
and from bequests and legac- sign, making a left turn, and president.
Front row, left
of Calloway County, Michael JeSna, and Jimmy Sailor.
ly ever getting fully awake.
James E. Baker of MiddlesThird
to right — Gait Smith. Donna Sanderson
ies.
collided with the Tidwell car
. Rocky
Ural
row, Richard Galloway, Stan Mawbarry, Tom Mayer, Ricky
Teresa Millar, Jeannie Jarrett of Calloway County, Colson.
The area covered by cancer going west on Main Street that bore and Mrs. Cleopatra GregDetn
Rosa,
Monies. and Freddy Johns,
The razor blade we are using'
research is necessarily very had started away from the stop ory, of Louisville, were nomiat the present time is just about
broad, Mrs. Hatcher explained, sign, according to the police re- nated for a Kentucky vacancy
right. The first two times we
on the board of directors of
and comprises the financing of port.
shaved with it, we cut ourselves
the National Education Associainvestigation into how cancer
Damage
to
the Tidwell ear
In various and sundry places
Marts, how it can be treated and was on the left side of the car tion.
which burned like forty when
At Thursday's meeting, Alton
halted, and also reversed or and no damage was reported to
Dear
Editor:
we washed off the goo. It is
ney-author Harry Caudill of
prevented
.
religious
There
is
song ena
the Cashion truck.
still sharp, but does not have
Whitesburg commended the asA revival will be et the North
During its history the Cancer
titled "Little is Much". The folthat fine edge which literally
taciation for its proposed 5 per
Fork
Baptist
Church
Society
helped
on
Route
develop procedlowing
note
shows
that
"little"
cuts everything down to the
cent severance tax on minerals
Three, Puryear, Tenn., starting ures which have saved or proTAPPAN WIVES
Cooperative Extension Ser- can also be "much" literally.
flame level.
extracted from Kentucky land,
Ira S. Windsor of Farmington Monday, April 14, and continu- longed thousands of lives. AWould
care
you
listen?
to
e
vice Specialists C. 0. BondurThe Tappan Wives Club will but he warned that such a proMany years ago, the son of Route One was claimed by death ing through Sunday, April 20. mong these, Mrs. Hatcher not
Actually what the razor blade ant, Murray and R. E. Powell,
Rev. Terry Sills, pastor of ed, were the Pap test, which meet Monday, April 14, at six posal would mean a tattle with
Thursday at 11:45 p. m. He was
English
an
Bishop
was
track
a
1 people have done is to make a Smithland, were in Muscle
the First Baptist Church of Fre- has slashed the death rate from p.m. at the Holiday Inn Mrs. the giants of American indus57 years of age.
blade that is too dem sharp. Shoals, Alabama, Thursday to star. Although he disapproved
Windsor was a veteran of donia, will be the evangelist. uterine cancer in half in the Chester Thomas is the hostess. try.
son's
of
interest
his
sports,
in
We are not spoiled, we are jusr discuss the progress of UK-TVA
Caudill, author of "Night
World War II serving with the He is a former pastor of the past 15 years, and the use of
sliced to bits.
Comes to the Cumberiancis,"
Rapid Adjustment farms in the Bishop allowed his son to United States Navy.
Kirksey
Baptist
drugs
in
Church.
prolongin
g
Saudhurst
the
go
to
on
(Britain's
lives
and KEA attempts to enact a
Kentucky.
Services will begin each even- of those stricken with cancer.
The deceased is survived by
TWO CITED
severance tax on coal, gas, oil
Via opened a big can of hot taThey spoke at the monthly West Point) where he disting- his wife, Mrs. Neva
ing
at
7:30
The
through
Cancer
Taylor
Sunday.
Crusade is sport
and other minerals would mean
males last•night, put them pn Seminar of professional work- uished himself as a fine soccer Windsor of Farmingto
n Route There will, be congregational sored by the Delta Department
Two persons were cited by aught "to the mat."
low heat, then put the tea kettle ers in TVA's Agricultural De- player, cricket player and run- One; his mother,
singing
and
of
the
special
Murray Woman's Club.
Mrs. Lela
songs each
He told the 12,000 delegates
the Murray Police Department
lin to heat. Got out some fresh velopment Division and in the ner.
. At the Outbreak of World Windsor of Murray Beate One; night.
The citations were both for attending that such a tax, procrackers and there was supper. TVA operated
Ferti
one
Bev.
daughter,
A.
D. Vaden, pastor. inMrs. Jean Gore
War
the
Bishop's
I;
boy
went
public drunkenness with one at posed for the 1970 Legislature,
Wife gone to KEA in Louisville, lizer Development Center. A
of Memphis, Term.; two sons, vites the public to attend.
movie film, in color, of the Don off to war. He landed in France Vaster Windsor of Los Angeles,
5:15 this morning and the other would mean about $25 million
August
in
1914,
and
of
Octoby
in new revenue each year for
law our first Butterfly of the L. Ramage family and their Raat 2:50 p.m Thursday.
Admissions, April 9, 1969
ber of that year he was a Cap- California, and Jerre Windsor
Kentucky.
summer yesterday.
pid Adjustment farm in Livingof Farmington Route One:
Mrs.
Virginia
Coleman
and
tain
and
had
received
a decorston County was shown as a
eight grandchildren.
baby boy, Route 1, Dexter; Mrs.
ation
gallantry.
for
Pros jumped off the road the part of the progress story.
Also surviving are three sisMarilyn Mikulcik and baby boy,
One day the Captain led a
other night, heading for the
The presentation also includThe Juniors of the First Bap- Box 933 College Station, Murbayonet charge against a ma- ters, Mrs. Florell Owen of Mayditch.
ed brief statements on sash of
chine gun emplacement. Half- field, Mrs. Oreli Galloway of tist Church will meet at the ray; Grover James, Route 4,
the seven other Rapid AdjustMurray Route One, and Mrs. Youth Center on Saturday, Murray; Mrs. Lillie Gore, Rt.
Oho Lilac, the Snow Ball Bush, ment farms in the Purchase and way to his goal be fell forward Olene Hale of Ferndale,
1, Benton; Mrs. Audis Gooch,
Mich_ April 12, at 6:30 P.m.
on
face
his
with
a
bullet
in
his
The Althea, the Mock Orange, Pennyrile Areas of Kentucky.
Plans for activities during Route 4, Murray; Baby girl Outlung. When the battle was over, four brothers, Hassell Windsor
the Dogwbods, all leafing out. The Rapid Adjustment farms,
of Lynn Grove Route One, Rad- the spring and summer
will be land, Route 1, Benton.
The Hibiscus sprouting and the under the sponsorship of TVA he was carried back to a hos- ford and Cecil Windsor of made at the
Convalescent Division: Mrs.
meeting, accordpital
where
pronounce
he
was
d
Hollyhock in leaf. The Japonica and the State Cooperative ExFarmington Route One, and La- ing to Robert C Miller,
Agnes Walker, 305 Irvan
dead.
director
_
(small,one) leafing out. Don't tension Services in the seven
verne Windsor of Dukedon, of youth of the church.
While his body was being
All jun- Murray.
A group of interested citizens
know whether it will bloom Tennessee Valley States, are
Tenn.; rime half brother, Tillman iors are urged to
Calloway County School Board
Dismissals
attend.
taken
cemetery,
met
to a
at the Holiday Inn on
a Red Windsor
this year or not. The Chinese very limited in number and
had voted to ask the public to
of
Master
Murray
Gary
Route
Gibbs,
917
One.
North
Thursday night to discuss the
Redbud in bloom. The Box Eld- must be located in Tennessee Cross worker happened to look
Funeral services will be held
vote for a tax increase in the
18th Street, Murray; James educational
the
at
corpse
and
was
startled,
crisis
facing
Calloer green all the way up and Valley Counties.
Sunday at two p. m. at the ctia-''
May primary election. Miller
Brandon, Route 5, Murray; Mrs. way County
Schools.
leafing out. The White Fringe
Participating -farms in Ken- to say the lead, to see its eye ped of the Max H. Churchill
further stated that contrary to
Aberline Skinner, 120 Spruce
flutter. The Captain was Funeral
lids
Ferrell
Miller
and
Lubie
Partree leafing out The Bald Cyp- tucky beginning in 1962, have
rumors this tax increase was to
Home with Bro. WilStreet, Murray; Mrs. Lista Mor- rish, Calloway
immediately taken back to the liam
County School
Tess has little green buds Kick. more than doubled their net
Herchaon officiating.
Plans are being made for a ris and baby boy, 102 College Board members, presented a be used for the sole purpose
hospital for further treatment.
Burial will be in the Murray "Come
log out all over.
farm incomes during four years
As You Are" Breakfast Court, Murray; Mrs. Hilda Pen- very informative program on of building buildings to house
The Bishop's son was restored Cemetery
participation.
of
the elementary age children in
Kentucky
with the arrange- to be held by
life after narrowly escaping ments
to
the women of rose, Route 2, Ofallon, Missouri; the problems facing the school Calloway
Balm for the eyes. The back- farm families now participating
by the Max H. Churchill the Oaks
County.
Mrs. Marguerite Thornburg, 20 system.
Country
being buried alive.
Club
on WedFuneral Hoene where friends
Parrish told the group that
yard, freshly mown and the in Rapid Adjustment are the
Keniana Drive, Hamlin; Mrs. Miller pointed
nesday, April 23.
After that experience t h e may call
out that the this increase was
rain coming down. In the midst Don L. Ramages in Livingston
the only alThe breakfast will be held at Agnes Walker (to Cony.), 205
Bishop's son never ran again,
of all this • brilliant Cardinal County, Perry and Rushing, and
ternative at this time to imIrvan,
Murray;
Mrs.
Ann
Hunt
8:45
a.m,
but he did go on with his milifollowed
by
a
short
prove on the educational facilswoops to a halt and proclaims Bobby Morrison in McCracken
tary career. He became a great
business meeting, bridge, and and baby boy, Route 2, Murray.
the territory as his. We don't County, and L I. Martin, Jr. in
ities in the county. He further
Convalescent Division: Mrs.
general in World War II and
golf. Members are asked to call
Mind his claiming the yard if Trigg County.
stated the tax increase was not
Betty Parker, 322 Irvan Street,
contributed much to the winnthe hostess.
e would only help mow it.
an outrageous amount as many
Murray.
ing of that bloodiest war the
people had been informed. The
world had ever seen. The mirSerf of spiffing up breakfast
A revival meeting will be increase which the county
NOW YOU KNOW
acle in World War I that snatchThe Ahno Elementary School
the other morning was a small
held at the Almo Heights Pen- board is asking for is oned him from death preserved Parent-Teacher Association will
jar of fig preserves.
by United Press International tecostal Church starting Tues- ly 15c per $100 of assessed valthe life of the brilliant and con- have a special meeting on Monuation of property.
The largest recorded ground day, April 15, at 7:30 p.m.
troversial; Field Marshall Ber- day, April 14, at seven p.m. at
The Foster Parent-Teacher fungus
Further explanation on this
Neve a Leach in our aquarium
was a specimen of the
nard L. Montgomery.
the school.
Association of the Barkley Boys
who is semewhat of a character.
Rev. Earl Ledford and Rev. was the example given by ParSupt. Buron Jeffrey, Assist- Camp will meet on Tuesday, giant puff ball, which was five
• I believe our President "IKE"
He is about five inches long and
referred to him as "Monty".
ant Supt. William B. Miller, and April 15, at 7:30 p.m. at the feet four inches long, four-feet Stevens will conduct the ser- rish. He explained that a citiCharles F. Hinds, University
resembles an eel. He usually
five inches wide, *lid 9 and one- vices. The public is invited to zen whose property was assessCharles M. Barnehart School Board Member Robert camp.
hides behind whatever he can Library Director, Murray State
ed 'for $10,000 would only pay
half inches tall.
attend.
Ross will be present for the
Hardin, Ky.
Douglas
Shoemake
r, presiIF buries himself in the gravel University, was elected state
an extra $15.00 per year.
round table discussion on the dent, urges all interested per111 the bottom of the tank. One president last Saturday in LexAfter hearing other discuss
proposed city and county school sons to attend.
of his favorite resting places, ington, of the Kentucky Sons
ion and opinions voiced the
merger.
group voted to help the counhowever, is between the side of of the American Revolution. He
All patrons of the school are
the aquarium and the thermo- succeeds Louisville business
ty school board to inform the
urged to be present for this
Untied Pr•s• laherastimiaa
public of the tax and the benemeter. He sort of wedges him- man, Lee Duncan Stokes, in
important meeting so that the
self between the two and re- that office.
fits which Calloway County
proposed building tax issue can
Hinds is a former State Archwould derive from such a tax.
Mains motionless. Sometimes
be explained by the county ofThe Murray-Calloway County
ire look at this critter and think ivist of Kentucky, one time Dir- by United Press International ficials.
Ray Broach was appointed
Shrine
Club
will
have
its
monthchairman of this committee and
maybe he is caught or dead, but ector of the Kentucky HistoriFair and cooler today and toMrs. Paul Hopkins, president, ly fellowship breakfast on Sunif we jiggle the thermometer, cal Society, and for two years night. High today 80s to low Invites all
the following persons will serve
parents and interest- day, April 13, at nine a.m.
he's off like a shot, or convers- was the Field Representative of 70s. Low tonight 30s north and ed persons
as vice chairman and chair woto
attend.
the
Southside
Restaurant.
the University of Kentucky Lib- east and 40s elsewhere.
man, Mrs. Mia Wilson, Gary
just sinks to the bottom.
Sunny
Following the breakfast the
raries. He has been librarian at and warmer Saturday.
Wicker, Billy Ray Roberts, Paul
members and their guests will
Murray for two years.
Hopkins Billy Smith, Max Hurt,
New ceiem Joe Bailey Dill who
attend the church of their
Others elected to state SAR
Hilton Williams, Frank Towjust got back from Folly Beach
choice. All Shriners are urged
offices are: Dr. John B. Moore, Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 356.2,
cry, Walter Byars, Billy Erwin,
in the Carolinas. He had a fist
to attend.
first vice president. from Bowl- up 0.3; below dam 310.5, up
Wendell Allbritten, and Billy
full of Shark's Teeth that he
ing Green; Donald Jackson, sec- 3.5, no gates open.
Kingins. Mrs. Patsy Dyer was
got from a shark, naturally.
A gospel singing will be held
ond vice-president, Owensboro;
elected secretary and Howard
The thing was out on a beach
at the Hickory Grove Church
Colgan Norman. aecretary-treaBarkley Lake: 7 am. 358.2,
Steely treasurer.
of Christ on Sunday, April 13,
so Joe just pulled a few of his
surer, Louisville; Norman Fis- up 0.3; below dam 319S, up
The meeting was attended by
teeth.
at two p.m.
registrar,: Louisville; 8.5.
cher,
several persons and plans are
The
evening
services at the
being made to have a general
tiffrey's is putting a new front Woodson T. Wood, historian,
The public is invited to at- Memorial Baptist Church have
Maysville; Msgr. Charles BoldSunset 6:27; sunrise 5:28.
meeting in the near future for
on their store. Good going Bill.
tend.
John
Wyatt
and
Jim
Hurt
been
changed as of the first
rick, chaplain, Louisville; J. A.
Moon rose 2:32 a.m.
all citizens of Calloway Counwill
be
in
charge
of the singing. Sunday in April.
Logan, chancellor, Walton; and
ty.
Geed to see our friend John
Training Union is now at 6:30
Robert D. Short, national trusThis next meeting will be a
Simpson yesterday Had not
p.m. and the evening worship
tee, Lexington.
question and answer meeting
seen, him in a coon's age.
Is at 7:30 p.m., according to the
with • panel of experts there
•
pastor, Rev. Norman Culpeppto answer any question concernWe have finally succumbed to
eC
ing this tax increase and the
the Vitamin craze. Wife got a
By Otis Levine
these scenes had their settings
needs for it.
bottle of vitamins which proIn,
or
near,
this
little
cottage
-The day is done, the darkInterested citizens are urged
vide us with everything. These
which
stands
on the brow of
ness falls from the wings of
to stay in touch with the local
le pills give us over 100 per
news media for the time and
The Captain Wendell Oury night". The serenity of the hour (Continued on Back Pagel
ent of what we need of varis punctuated by the lonely call
date and place of this next
ous and sundry vitamins, iron, Chapter of the Daughters of of a
The
Mayfield
Merry
Mixers,
distant whippoorwill. This
5,000 TWO-WAY OVERSEAS CALLS - A fullscale model of the
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
meeting.
Mein (whatever that is) and the American Revolution will hermit-lik
Square Dance Club will have
Intelsat 4 communications satellite rears skyward at Hughes
e soul sits within the
It was pointed out that money
LOUISVILLIS; Ky. (UPI) — its graduation dance on Sunday,
ther odds and ends of things have its monthly luncheon at
confines
Aircraft
of
near
Angeles,
Los
his
room
while
where four are being mad. each
his The five-day Kentucky weather April 13 at
will be needed to carry out
hich presumably will make the Triangle Inn at noon.
the Teen Scene in
thoughts ebb with dreams of outlook, Saturday
capable of carrying simultaneously 5,000 two-way telephone
Such a program and all contrithrough Wed- Mayfield. Members note change
into a giant of health and
the future and flow with me- neschly.
calls or 12 color TV programs over the oceans. .Looking on
butions will be very much apin place.
ergy We take one a day, no
Manes
of the past.
is 4-year-old Graham Butler. on the shoulders of his father
ars Jesse McNutt will prepreciated. They may be given
Temperatures will average 3
e ad intended.
Bill Volner and other guests
The
projector of thoughts to 7 degrees above
Pant, of Bristol, England. Butler is one of more than 100
to any of the above people or
sent the program entitled "A
the normal will be the callers for the
slowly reels the film of a past 64-71 highs and
engineers from 10 nations, at Hughes, working on behalf of
may be sent to Howard Stec• can't toy they do much as Tour of DAR Schools". Mrs.
41-31 lows
dance
from
230
to
530
pm.
exposure and scenes of yesterley at the Bank of Murray or
Robert Bucy is the hostess.
the 5R-nation International Telecommunications Satellite
Rainfall will total under one All square dancers in the area
Continued on Back Page)
year come into focus. Some of quarter inch early
Consortium The Intelsat 4s are set for launch in 'the
next week are invited to attend.
1970s. Charles Coleman at the Peoples
Bank.

Bondurant Is
TVA Speaker

Letter To Editor

Ira Windsor
Passes Away

Rev. Terry Sills
North Fork Speaker

aptirinal

Hospital Report

Juniors Of First
Baptist To Meet

Citizens Committee Meets
To Discuss County Education

"Come As You Are"
Breakfast Planned

Special Meeting
Planned Monday By
The Almo PTA

l

Revival Meeting
Planned At Almo

Barkley Camp PTA
To Meet On Tuesday

Hinds Named
As President

WEATHER REPORT

Shrine Club Will
Have Breakfast

Gospel Singing At
Hickory Grove

Slemorial Evening
Services Changed

Lakeside Reflections

DAR Chapter Will
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Annual Oscar Awards Be Featured On TV Monday
By JACK GAYER

A Dick Van Dyte special, ial gets be from Denny Thomas reale Mathieu, Richard
Harris, play on final holes of the third
ripen of the Rodgers - Ham and Caralcuroett.
Pat Paulsen and Manitas DePla- round of golfs Tournament of
NEW YORK UPI - There will merstain musical "Cinderella" "NBC Monday Night at the ta.
Champions in Rancho La Costa;
be enough unusual offerings on and the finale of the Master Movies" screens
Ire mem the light to reject any Advertising. Letters to the BOWL
"The CBS Friday Night Mov- California.
Murder
Automo
by
bile the three television networks de. Golf Tourney are on CBS.
starring Rock liudean and Clue 1.es" screens "Escape
er Palle Yoke item which. In our minim. are not for the best
from Fort
Unerent of our readers_
Highlights details April 13-19: dla Cardinale.
"CBS Golf Classic" COMs
Although can Lill more than ring the week to make youalmost
Bravo", starring William Holden
forget,
ABC
temporari
broadcast
41st
annual
the
ly,
s
that alt of
and Eleanor Parker.
down to the first 18 holes bf
NATIONAL REP1IESENTA7TVIII: WALLAGI WEIMER 00. MID ,000 Americans every year, we
the
Oscar
establishe
awards
of the cademy of NBC brings back "The
MONDAY
d series are nab.
ham Ave, Memphis, Tenn.; Thine & Life Mg.. New Yet. XT. seldom think of a car as a murder
Saint" the 36-bole final with the
Motion Picture ArtsluadSciences series as a
weapon. Nevertheless, with VOW' lag backlog into the re-run perIftephensem Bids, Detroit. Mk&
summer re-run att. Gelberger - Dave Stockton team
log frequency, motorists are being iod that will be with us for appThe Monk's, misdeal group from Los Angeles preempting racUon, with Roger Moore
again playing George Archer and Bon
Maiered at the Post Offlos, Murray, ILwatasoks. kir tessmaasian es convicted of the crime of murder roximately ay. mouths.
Is starred in an NBC special, "The Big Valley."
In the title role as adventurer Lund.
Besood Clais Metier
by automobile.
Carol Burnett has singer Mich- Simon Templar.
"33 14 Revolutions per MooJackie Gleason on CBS has
The first one
The key ingredient, upping the
BUBBC2CPTION RATIN: By Carrier In Murray, per week No, per
kee", preempting "Rowan and ele Lee and comedian Flip Wilson Is "Legacy for the
Dominant,
of
course,
will
be
Sain", in an episode of 'The HoneymoonMonth MAT In Galloway and adjoining counties, per year, 06.50; offense from mere manslaughter the
on
her
Martin's
CBS
hour.
Laugh-In."
which Simon turns bullion thief ers" in which Ralph Kramden
motion picture indistry's anto murder. is malice. And a jury
Zones I di 3, $13.00; 113aewhere 411.00. All service subscrIpUons
things he has been appointed
to hell) a girl.
may find malice by logical deduc- neal Oscar awards, available on
TUESDAY
manager of the bus company for
"The Ovimeasme ravel Ansi et a Onmeimeny Is the
tion from the circumstances of. the ABC Mooday night. This network
ABC preempts"Ile011easts"
which he works.
harpily brings back "The Saint" for "Carol Chaaahipreedlypr
'Mewl* el Ile Newmpapee
Lilting. For example:
SATURDA
Y
CBS preempts "Lancer" for
A man who was rebuffed by his adventure series, a mixture
seats the Seven Deadly She.' another Natiotal Geographi
c Socrl friend pushed her out of the new and old epteodes.
"NBC Saturday Night at the
The singing conteditheWs
iety Special, "Polynesian Adven- NBC's major league baseball Movies" screens "The Rare Brcar. ran her down, then backed
ture
with
a
coverage
dealing
brings
year
.
of
Oakland-Kanthe
liv
over her prostrate body. In this
eed," starring James Stewart
right to have the studio
behavior a jury found ample evileg by an American bunny in sas City games to all of the and Maureen O'Hara.
country
except
areas
home
the
_fence of malicious intent, and
issary cater private hod'Is
South Pacific islands.
"The Hollywood Palace" on
brought in a verdict of murder by
dressing room. Falling that,
Peter Lavriord and Nancy Am- of those two teams which will ABC repeats a show hosted
by
automobile.
star can reserve a table in the es are guests of Jerry Lewis on receive the Cleveland Boston singer Steve Lawrence, with PhyBy UNIT= PLEBS INTKNNATIONAL
ultra-private dining room
his NBC allow,
game.
llis Diller, Bill Dana and FlorIly reserved for studio executi
Opera star Patrice Munsel is ABC will devote an hour
to ence Henderson.
es.
the guest on Red Skelton's C
WASHINGTON — President Nixon, outlining his
hour.
dew of future world problems at the 20th birthday
"NBC Tuesday Night at th
Call To Work
celebration of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization:'
Movies" has a repeat scr
"Liwing in the real world of today means unfreezing
Most important of a star's of "Prescription: Murder," staour old concepts of east versus west, while never losing .
By VERNON SCOTT
prerogatives, however, is the rring Peter Falk, Gene Barry
tight of great ideological differences."
UPI Hollywood Correspoodeat
call to work.
and Nina Foch.
At the and of a day on the set
The CBS alternate-week
LOB ANGELBS — Defense attorney Grant Cooper,
HOLLYWOOD UPI - Today, an assistant director tells
each sine-format "60 Minutes" Is t
asking the jury to spare the life of his client, Stamm
class, let us consider the prer- player what time be will report lecast with Harry Reasoner
ogatives of motion picture stars to work the following morning. Mike Wallace as editors.
B./Whim, accused murderer of Sen. Robert F. Kennedy:
at work.
"I am not going to ask for anything but guilty of
Frequently supporting players
A star may be singled out by and character actors are called
murder in the second degree. There is a very good flirhan
WEDNESDAY
Even if a driver has no specific the number
of status symbols in every clay, whether the scheand a bad Sirlian and toe bad Sirhan is a very nasty ,ntent to kill anybody, he may still
?rovided
his
in
or her contract; dule calls for them to appear
Nancy Sinatra, Tim Conway,
Indian."
:ornmil murder—if his conduct is
the set of rules set forth for on camera or not. The excuse Al Martino and Robert Goul
reckless enough to imply malice.
Thus, in another case, a man weeks or months of work at a Is, "just in case you are need- appear on "The Glen Campbell
SAN FRANCISCO — A soldier, chopping wood in the
studio.
ed." Often they spend the entire Good Time Hour" for CBS.
illth Army's Presadio Stockade, from widish there have decided it would be great fun to
Most important is money. A day sitting around waiting,
drive up close to pedestrians aid
ABC has a King Family musi
been several escapee and a well-fiuttbilthIll-antatizer:
make them jump. After playing worthwhile star will command
The star is never signaled to cal half-hour.
"It's better than cracking mita" this little game several ti
least
at
millioado
quarter
a
liars work until the director makes It
be
The ABC "Kraft Music Nall
misjudged his distance and aid with the number of working days clear that
he or she will indeed attraction is "Johnny Cash...
WASHINGTON — King Hussein at itiltiart, CIS/311ing down an innocent victim.
stipulated in advance. If prodect- be in a scene and at a
specific The Road", with the singing star
Tried afterward for murder
to speak for Egyptiari President (lama' Abdel Nasser
in automobile, the man pleaded W ion runs over schedule the star time.
help from Kate Smith, Paul L
a
offering two key concessioLs for settling the ArabIs paid ever-increasieg amounts Finally, and absolute
proof of de, Don Ho, Browning Bryant,
lack of any intent to kill. But the for
Israeli dispute:
each day's labor.
stardom, is the actor who argues, Carl Perkins, the Steller Bro
court found him guilty as charged.
'Be does not want war for the sake of war. He, like "Malice," said the judge. "dam
screams or otherwise blows his ers and the Tennessee Three.
Fringe Benefits
us, wants nothing mol e than the restoration of
coo/ on the set. He can blast
"The ABC Wednesday Night
our not necessarily mean an actual inrights and the establichment of a just and lasting tent to take human life. It may
the director, damn the producer Movie" screens "Do Not DisAssuming no one knows the and bestow curses "on the
be implied, as when an act is done
peace in the area."
sbidio turb," starring Doris Day
so *recklessly as to manifest de— star's exact salary, there are president with impunity.
Rod Taylor.
pravity of mind and disregard of other fringe benefits that sets
"Through a Stained Glass w
The star figures they all need
human life."
him apart from feature players, him more than he needs them dew" on NBC's "The Outsider"
Still, however wrongful a driv- supporting- actors and other ape.
has the detective trailing a paroWhen he wanted a girl...
er's conduct, he is not guilty of ar carriers.
led convict in hopes of locattug
INDG11311•TIMMS PIM
murder if there is no causal conHE GRABBED ONE!
The star has a small apartfortune
a
in cash taken in an
More than 300 Nebraska
nection between his bad driving malt on
the studio lot, usually
When
he
old robbery.
wanted
a cop...
streams
accident
the
and
itself.
named
are
individfor
A robbery was reported by City Police today
complete with kitchen, draviag
at the
Suppose, for instance, that a
uals.
HE
BOUGHT
Outland East End Service Station on Last Main
ONE!
room,
bedroom
and makeen ro
•
THURSDAY
Street drunken driver is traveling down
He's a
•
•
The station is owned by J. D. Outland.
the street when he suddenly has om.
The sparrow hawk's favorite
CYCLEThe Hazel chapter of the Future Farmers of
Additionally, there is a porCBS preempts "The Queen and
America a blowout. If the car jumps the
table dressing room on wheels foods me grasshoppers and other I" and Jooathan Winters' hour
won a number of high honors at the !TA
curb
PSYCHO!
and
kills
pedestrian,
a
solely
Plaid Day
large insecfa.
because of the blowout, the driver on the sound stage,air-conditionheld at Murray State College.
•
for the 90-minute repeat of the
•
•
could
ed,
not
of
convicted
course.
be
murder.
of
Plans for a father and son fish fry to
Californai
supplies
be held on
about 80 Richard Rodgers-Oscar HammTrue, a jury might find malice
Aa important pureasite is a
April 25 at Kentucky Lake on Wildcat Creek
erstein "Cinderella" musical.
were made in the way he was driving. But if sloth haseise lamed the star per cent of all wine consumed
NBC preempts "Ironside" for
at the meeting of Cub Scout Pack IS.
m the United States.
the blowout would have resulted
•
MOM* with driver to retch
Bob Hope's last show of the
•
•
Miss Retina Senter showed slides
and talked about in the accident anyhow, then the and ditver the exalted we from
her trip to Alaaka at the meeting
Bats are the only rnammais season, a comedy-variety proeit the Delta Depart- bad driving could sot be the cause WM le Maid stage. The star
gram presenting Patti Page,Serment of the Murray Woman's
of death.
that
f12.
Who UMW SW car to go from
gio Mendes and Brasil '66, Jack
•
•
An American Bar Areedalion
stage to dressing room on the
Alabama ranks mound among Nicklaus, Jane Wyman,Tina LouSc service feature by WE lienusd. lot.
ise and Muareen Arthur.
• 1969 American Bar Association . - Another extra is the star's the states in bauxite productions. "What's
It All About, World?"
on ABC features comedian SheLEDGER•TIN= PIM
lley Berman.
Almanac
"The CBS Thursday Night Movies" offers the world premiere
by United Press International
An audience of over 200 saw the dress revue
WLAC—TA
WRIN—TV
of a two-hour film,"UliC," dealToday is Friday, April 11,
of the
Channel 4
Channel 5
Homemakers Clubs held on April 8 in the little
Chem! S
ing with a malpractice suit over
auditor- the 101st day of 1969 with 264
a heart transplant,Richard
ium of Murray State College. Miss Rachel
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BradRowland is to follow.
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In 1951, President Truman
Guests on ABC's "This is
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Quotes From The News

Movie Star's
Status Is
In Contract

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

********

1966, Guam-based 552
bombers struck in Vietnam for
the Bret time.
In 1966, President John=
ordered 10,000 Reservists to duty and set a ceiling of 649.500
as the US. troop strength in
Whosoever is angry with his brother
without a cause Vietnam.
shall be in danger of theilIgment.
A thought for the day —
—Matthew 5:22.
Hatred for another Wats us much more
than it General MacArthur said, "There
harms the one we hate.
is no substitute for victory."

Bible Thoughtfor Today

----11rest German
Influence
Being Felt

I growing confloenee be
the part it is to play in foreign
affairs that Brandt instantly
welcomed the Communist pro.
posel without waiting for a response from other NATO oat
Ions
US. reaction was cool.

A mood proposal will urge
thpt the Western powers take
a new Initiative on the dead$y MIL NEWSOM
UPI Penelope News Analyst locked German problem.
The West Germans believe
As French influence on Us
continent of Europe wanes be that the Soviet Union increascause of President Charles d ingly desires to improve its re
lotions with the West, and that
Geulles go-it-alone
Foliciesj
West German influence anq now is the time for the United
States. Britain and France to
confidence gains both insi
and outside of NATO and thd ask the Russians to join in a
move toward improving human
European Common Market.
'As foreign ministers of thi contacts between the divided
North Atlantic Treaty Organits Germanys.
The _British support the Gerlion meet in Washington tle
week. west German Foreigi man plan. The French are inMinister Willy Brandt will ar different.
The Bonn proposal looks torive with two specific
ward a series of "partial agreesets in mind
ments" which would sidestep
One will urge that the NA
council consider a response t the troublesome issue of diploan appeal from Communist na matic recognition of Communlions of the Warsaw Peel fo ist East Germany.
One such agreement would
a European security conference
It was a mark of West Ger- provide improved arrangements

WALL STREET CHAVTINt
NEW YORK (UPI) -;— the
Current Wall Street preoccupas•
Ms with inflation, disinflation,
Vietnam, and tight money is a
clear sign that the present market is on the defensive, says
Spear and Staff.
Lacking a definitive and positive indication of peace in Vietnam the market will be in poor
condition psychologically when
It contends with the prospect
of lower earnings late in the
year, the firm says.

7 11= `et:

$

for visitors from one part of
Germany to the other.
Another visibility would be
neg atiations between the two
central banks on payments required by the growing trade be.
tween East and West Germany
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One of the excesses that must
come to an end before the bulls
can breathe easier, according to
Harris, Upham, is the continuing speculative activity, particularly in new issues. The ,SEC
received 150 registration statements on the last day of March,
and 550 for that month, versus
354 during the same period a
year ago, the firm notes.
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Doris Day doesn't want to
— gernittrrie-d:
Brian Keith doesn't want.
-te-getinarriecf.•
Their children don't want
them tó get married.
So they get married.
"With Six You GetEg roll"
won't give you anything
but a good time. Wouldn't it
be-nice to see a film that
keeps you wide awake while
you watch it and lets you
sleep at night?
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'Chicago Cubs Top Phils
Behind Santo's Two Homers

Monday
• final boles of the third
of golf's Tournament of
ions in Rancho Is Costa,
rule.
IS Golf Classic" comt
to the first 18 holes Of
6-hole final with the Al
rger - Dave Stockton team
g George Archer and Bon
de Gleason on CBS has
Lsode of ''The HoneymoonIn which Ralph Kramden
he has been appointed
er of the bus company for
he works.
BC Saturday Night at the
is" screens "The Rare Brstarring James Stewart
laureen O'Hara.
ne Hollywood Palace" on
repeats a show hosted by
r Steve Lawrence,with Phyaller, Bill Dana and FlorHenderson.
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Sports Parade

Magnolia Classic
Will Start Today

By MILTON RICHMAN
leader Billy Casper was one
Sy JOS CARNICOLLI
sell doubled to soore Hebner
UPI Sports Writer
Gefte McCutcht`iin, Sports EdItOr
thing. The fact he out-scored
UPI Sports Writer
and, after an intentional mark,
such veteran hands on the tour
,01 Leo Durixiher, who maintains Mazemaki singled off pitcher
HATTIESBURG, Miss. UPI
AUGUSTA, Ga. UPI - Joe Nam- as Bob Goalby,
-hat -nice guys finish lest" is Ray Washburn's leg to score
Julius Soros, The opening round Of Play waA
ath,
that
devil,
has
pulled
fast
a
also a firm believer in another Clemente. Righthandec Dock
Don January, Gary Player and to get UZICIBT way this moraine
one on everybody again by turn- Sam Snead was
tbenry—thet strong guys fin- Ellis went al the way for the
another thing. In the $35,000 Magnolia Stitt
ing
here
up
as one of the swing- But Bruce Fleisher coming
ish fint.
Pirates.
in golf classic with a field of 15!
ers in the masters.
AM Duroaber seems to have
better than Arnold Palmer, the pros and seven amateurs comTommie Agee belted two long
Siandinikt
Whadd'ya mean how's he do- golfer he idolizes and
1/1
molded one of the strongeat, home runs and roolde rightthe one he peting.
gaffg
ing? How does he figure to do played together
most weili.bannced attacks in header Gary Gentry, with rewith, was someThe start of the 72-hole tournin
anything
the National League this sea- lief heap in the ninth from
he
enters?
Positivel
y
thing else again. Palmer had a ament was postponed Thursday
Rainiest LOW*
Cal
son in hie effort to bring the Koaace, was a winner Ml
super.
Eastern Division
73.
his
because of heavy rains. A simiChicago Cubs their fir* pen- first major league game in
Now don't go straining your "I found out I was
W. L Pe. GS
the
going to lar delay developed in the tourin 24 years.
eyes
Meta' triumph over the Expos
on the small print they al- play together with him
Chicago
3 0 LOW
yester- nament a year ago and officials
he Cubs' attack has been Agee, who had only five loways use for the pairings trying day and I almost
Pittsburgh
3 0 1.000
shot out of my held a 36-hole finale on Sunday
both balanced and awesome thus
to find out what time he tees off chair," Fleisher
last season, connected aNew Yak
2 1 867 1
said, after fin- to determine the winner.
Sy PROD DOWI4
far in the 1989 ammo. Tues- gainst Larry Jaeger in the
Montreal
1 2 .333 2
third
LOUISVILLE, Ky. UPI - The today and with whom.
ishing the round.
Favorites include veteran Chi
UPI Sports Writer
day it was the veteran Ernie and added another solo shot
Joe
St.
Willie
Louis
Nemeth,
0
not
3 .000 3 Kentucky College All-Stars toto be
in
Chi Rodriguez and Bunky Henry,
Fnusk Howard, already the Phila.
Banks, who smashed a pair of the seventh. Koonce relieved
confused
with
Billy Joe Patton,
0 3 .000 3
night try to extend their mastery
Questions Answered
winner of the National Airlines
homers to pace Chicago over Gentry with the soore 4-2 and only major league slugger Ted
Western Division
over their Indians counterparts is playing here under an assumed
Open two weeks ago.
Philadetphia. Wednesday's hero Iwo ma in the ninth. lie walked Williama must 100k up to, mays
name.
W. L Pa.
In the seven meeting of the best
Fleisher, blond, lanky and just
the new Wathingtoo Senator Atlanta
Henry fired a four-under-par
was Billy Williams, with four the first better before
3 0 1.000
getting manager
graduating college seniors from
this side of the mod-looking Ken- 66 in the pro-am Wednesday to
Wain seen anything San Diego
doubles.--tying a major league pinch hitter Don Bosch on
3 0 1.000
Fleisher
a
's
the
Name
both neighbor states.
ny Harrelson types was comple- tie pros Mike Hadlock and Larry
record—to highlight a 16-hit fly to end the game.
rd.
Los Angeles 1
1 .500
Kentucky owns a 5-1 record
tely composed as he sat on the Mowry for top individual honors.
Hoinrd, who at 8-foot41 tow- Cincinna
Cub attack. And Thursday it
San Diego stayed at the top
ti
1
1
The
.500
name
is
Bruce
Fleisher couch always used by the leading
over the Hoosiers in the annual
Owas Ron Santo's turn.
Low amateurs were Barry Goof the West Division with its ers over the 8-4 Williams, has Houston
0 3 .000
two-game series, begun in 1966 and if you ask any of the golf scorers and answered questions. re of Southern Mississippi
Two Homers
bird straight victory over Hou- hit four homers in leading the San Fran
with
0
3
.000
people
here who is Bruce Fleish- They asked him
Senators to two victories in
by Sertoma International for chSanto hit two home runs to ton. 011ie Brawn drove in
where he was a 67 and Bob Travis of Jackson
both their first
er they play it cool and tell you from and
Thursday's Results
arity.
three games. But he
power the Cubs to their third Padres rum with a third
he said he grew up in with a 78.
inn- observed through
, consecutive victory, a 6-2 do- ing groundoirt and a sixth
a cloud of Pittsburgh 3 St. Louis 2
Following tonight's clash at he's the 20-year-old U. S. amat- Wilmington, N.C., but he was
The tournament is being playOw- cigar smoke Thursday
Philadel
eur
Chicago
champ
phia
6
from
2
Hialeah,
Fla.,
Freedom Hall, the second game
canon over the Phils. His first ing homer. Dick Kelley
that he
from all over , Georgia, Florida, ed at the 6,800 yard Hattiesburg
won still Meet found
but
Montreal
York
New
don't
4
2
believe
that
because Arizona, South Carolina, and Country Club course.
tooame in the fourth inning and the game with ninth inning
In the home - and,home series
his best
The field
re- groove.
San Diego 2 Houston 0
..he connected again in the se- lief help from Billy McCool
shifts to Hinkle Fieldhouse at he's Joe Namath from clear out Jamaica in the West Indies. Pin- Will be cut to the low 50 plus
and "I wasn't swinging
schedule
games
Only
of
d
this
world
someplace.
iventh, both times with two out. Fronk Roberger.
the betIndianapolis Saturday night.
ned - down he said he was born in ties following the second round.
Today's Probable Pitchers
It wasn't so long ago that they Union City,
real well," aid Lioward after
"The veteran third baseman also
This year's games will be
Tenn.
The winner will receive top moAll Times EST
hitting two homers in Thur.Mingled and scored a run in
played under basic American Ba- asked this extra confident young "How many girl friends do ney of $5,000.
St Louis, Carlton, 13-11 a sketball
fellow, okay, let them all have it you have?"
day's 9-8 victory over the New
.She sixth.
Association rules, inthey wanted to know.
ARRIVES IN LONDON
York Yankee'. "Well, at least New Yost, Koalas:man 19-12, cluding
their way . Bruce Fleisher..
Randy Hundley also had a
"I only got one," he said, exthree-point field goals,
as well as I did in that streak p. m.
What
lento homer for the Cubs and
he
liked
in
this
world and ercising discretion as well as
four 12-minute quarters and noPhalan/Rae,
Johnson
a year ago."
he didn't bat an eye, he told the proper
left-hander Ken Holtzman scatmodesty. "I'm true."
Pittsburgh, Moose 8-12, 2:15 p. shot fouls for certain backcourt them.
Williams Was Fishing
LONDON UPI - World feather:tared 10 hits in going the disviolations.
m.
Williams
was
weight
tithing in the
boxing champion Johnny
irss
, a feat he accomplished
'Ic
"Golf, beer and broads," he
S Caps
Eastern Kentucky University
Montreal, Morton 0-0 at Chi
six times in 32 starts lent Famechon of Australia has arr- Florida everglades last year
coach Guy Strong will pilot the said.
SEDATIVE
FOR
TEMPORAI
T
Niekro
14-10
cago,
Nye
7-12
or
hen
Howard
went on a tear of
ived in London "a bit tired.
n.
Now really, who does that souRENEW CONTRACT
Kentucky collegians. The startRELIEF OF SIMPLE
10 homers in six games ea route 2:30 p.
Elsewhere in the National
nd
tike-more
;'}
3ftCrizie
- 112PPY to tight anybody
fshei or
ISERVOtIS TEI61011 ing five will be Butch Beard of
Cinciand. Merritt 12-16
'league, Pittsburgh nipped St. In the world." He is scheduled to a major league leading seagood old Joe Willis?
fa<l• ra1114,0
total of 44. Now Ted is a Atlanta, Ileed 11-10, 8:05 p. m. Louisville, Bobby Washington of
Louis 3-2, New York downed to fight April 21, probably againThen there was this big ban- PHILADELPHIA UPI - Army
P.41.7,
1044.0.1* *WM.as sig
Liac
Los Angeles, Osten 12-18 at Eastern, Willie Jackson of More7 manager—two wins in three
110 Oa
reel 4-2 and San Diego st Italian Giovanni Glgenti.
quet they were holding in New and Navy renewed their contract
punes—and Howard is proving Hourton, Lemsiter 10-15, 8:30 head, George Tinsley of Kentucky York
ut Houston 2-0.
two months ago. When they with Philadelphia to play their
DALE IL STUIMILEFIELD DRUGS
Wesleyan and Lamar Green of
that a lengthy spring holdout p. m.
Willie Stargoll doubled and
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
introduced the smiling, good - annual sell-out football game in
$1.49
San Francisco, Sadecki 12-18 Morehead.
-1 1
howl robbed him of his ability
Bill Mazeroeki singled for runs
looking
Fleisher
,
who
had
won that city for three more years.
hit beseball over buildings. at San Diego, Kirby 0-0, 11 p. m. Notre Dame coach Johnny Dee
in the eighth inning to lift the
BLANCA WINS
the
amateur
title
at Columbus,
has named Bill DeHeer of InSeturday's G•fh,g
Howard and Brant Alyea hit
Pirates to victory over the Cardiana, Bob Whitmore of Notre Ohio, wearing those frayed pants
run homers off Fritz Pa- Si Louis at New York
dinals and a sweep of their
Dame, Bill Keller of Purdue, that are in now with the college
rson in the first inning and Philadelphia at Pittsburgh
three-game series against the
PARIS UPI - Bianca, with J.
Dwight Murphy of Notre Dame kids, he got up and asked:
ed Fred Talbot for a solo Montreal at Chicago
defending league champions. Geheau
astride ,won the 3,500 shot in the
"Do you think I'm bringing
and Chuck Taylor of Taylor to
fifth. The three ho- Cincinnati at Atlanta
Opens With Single
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Relreihments were served by
He be held.
•••
712 College Court, Murray, are of Aurora, wore a blue figured the hostess.
reeds you, so please print this
Circle I of the First United the parents of a son, Stephen dress with a white cymbidiura
idemibers present were Mrs.
BEWILDERED GRANDMA
Christopher,
weighing
$ I x orchid corsage. Her paternal Howard Giles, Mrs. Robert Hop1411 Olive Blvd.
DEAR GRANDMA: U your 'gooier" is faithful
and koring Methodist Church WSCS will pounds 914 ounces, born on grandmother, J. B. Richardson kins, Mrs. E. C. Wallen, Mrs.
- FIZZ PICKUP and DELIVERY at IC yes don't have tee meek
comptais about. "Leeldnir• meet in the senior youth room Tuesday. April 8, at 1:15 cm. of Aurora, and her maternal Wallace Flord, Mrs. Bobby GroTrudy Fine Cleashig
Meese 753-311411
at the Murray-Calloway County grandfather, Mason Wheeler of gan, Mrs. Ronald Geenens,
rely la as sin. but skee be knows it irritates you
at two p.m.
Mrs.
and leeks of the church
•
•
•
Murray,
Hospital.
were
also
present
for
Jules
Harcourt,
anyway. be meld be trying to prove Ms virility while be
Mrs 2 C Enis,
Grandparents are Mr. and the wedding.
Mrs. Donald Story, Mrs. KenThe Brooks Cross Circle of
COS.
neth - Ramsey, Mrs.
the First United Methodist Mrs. Carl Ross and Mr. and
Remeelon
Charles
Following the ceremony the Hinds, and Mrs. Henry Samson
everybody has a preilem. Ws yours? Fee a pumas. Church•WSCS will meet at the Mrs. Raymond Schlenker, all of
•
Centralia,
•
•
Ill.
Great grandpsr bride's parents were hosts for
home of Mrs Jim Garrison, 303
reply wills to Miry. Bea MM, Lim Alef/aIlt, CaL,
Mel and Oak Dale Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
cots are CU* Meador of the reception for the immediate
incises a etienped. artf-eddramed eavelepa.
• ••
Vernon, Ill., and Mrs. Joseph- families and close friends of
The Lynn Grove Homemakers ine DeBacco of Detroit, Mich. the couple.
INNS ABBY'S 111001113-RT. "NOW TO SAVE A LOVELY
Try Turkey
•••
Club will meet at ,the home of
The beautifully appointed
11•11111110." SEND" Sine TO ASSY, 110X UMW
L0111 Mn. Lloyd Canter at one p.m.
Turkey meat is useful in
dining
room
table
was
overlaid
ANOML1121, CAL.. NSW
Low Col Treat'
• ••
reducing diets because it
with white linen cloth and cen4
The New Concord Parents
red with a lovely arrange- supplies generous amounts
Mix nondairy, reduced
of essential nutrients and
Club will have a special meet- calorie topping with low
nt in spring flowers in varsupplies only about 212
ing at the school at seven p.m. calorie canned cling
ious colors. The three tiered
calories in a 3/
1
2-ounce servAll former principals and tea- peaches. Spoon into your
wedding cake and punch were
Rare
ing.
chers are urged to attend. Call fanciest dessert dishes.
served from crystal appoint436-2203 or 436-2390 if you plan
the ding peach is one of
_CULTIC E
rare carotin foods that
,
Paneer Me:at N. 17th IL
o••
does not lose its rich golden
Kentucky
iiknol.
The Woman's Missionary
color from heat and water
Dena, at 114e soi. mid
iety of the First Baptist Church
canning processthe
ho
will meet at the church at 9:30
liVednesdityat 11110 pawA NON DAIRY PRODUCT
This la dde in part to Its
a in
- ALL WELCOME close cellulose structure,
The Bible Speaks to Yes
which literally holds in the
S'S
Station WNBS - 1340 KC
natural goodness of the
The Christian Women's FelSandal at SAS am.
lowship of the First Christian
fruit and maintains the
PAL
firmness and beauty for Church will have a potluck supWI
OOKING
per
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
William
which the canned ding
AND
Porter at 6 30 p m Mrs. Jobs
Peach Is so well known.
IA ItinG
I
_
Pasco will have the program
and Mrs Gene Landolt the worTOO
TIME
torpor Color Treed,
ship.
HIGH POINT. SIC. 'UP!' TEMPtRATURE
•••
Look for new blues and
DAY OR till
browns Co move into style in
The Music Department of the
the carpet world. The forecast Murray Woman's Club will
meet
comes from the director of at the club house at
7:30 p.m.
style and design for one major Hostesses will
A PASTEUR11E0 HOM8CE1111111
be Mesdames
manufacturer 4Lees). Harold Charles Clark,
Leo Blair. G. B.
Erich Jung. the forecaster, Scoft, A L
PlillOUCT FOQ
Bailey, 0 B Boone,
said "browns
have a hint Jr.; Bill Crouse.
COFFEE,
CiltfAl. AND HIE
and
Josiah
Darof the 30's about them . .
CONTAINS NO MILK OS
make an excellent foil for the nall.
Mlle SAT
,011C,IIIC•1/101, im•'I•. (Nis.
• ••
5•411.os 1.0t.th, vIO•
lighter wood finishes"
t St' WNW* C•1,810•WI

Al)Int

Ban Opposite Sex
rom Beauty S o .

?MINUS

Miss Audrey Lynette Richardson Wed To
Bobby Lynn Brown In Lovely Ceremony
At The Home Of Bride's Parents Here

Friendship Night
Plans Made By
Eastern Stars

54

•

Mrs. Fulkerson Is
Program Leader At
Elm Grove Meeting

Mrs. E. C. Walien
Hostess For Meet
Homemakers Club

••••

411

Fashion Show Held°
By Murray High
FHA Last Week

Great Apple
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College Cleaners

we

TREAT YOURSELF TO A
FLAVOR SURPRISE FOR
CEREAL - COFFEE - FRUIT

CHRISTIAN SCIENGE

Fruit

5
Cheeseburgers

F

COFFEE

6

•

753:6363

HEALTH

Saturday,
Sunday

CLUB

ALL TYPES OF EXERCISE . . . Featuring
• SAUNA BATH
Phone 753-7381
305 Spruce Street

Wednesday, /111411 23
The ladies of the Oaks Country Club will have a "Cnne As
You Are breakfast at the club
at 8:45 i-sn. 'A short bugloss'
will be held followed by bridge
and golf. All members are larg.
ed to make reservations with
h,•stess

French Fries

Dettu:-eddt*

6 for 99c

DRIV
E-IN
Chestnut St.
For

Carryout Phone 753-9059

Wawa (Itgar.
o
•ftcp Nr.4*(01.01,1101•111.•••• ow1•00111•11416 ort3•10
NA* mew weturc.a.
ooze reel, CmP4)11 4ili

16 FL 01 (1 PINT)
Packed in Ryan new toil Lined
long
Wfe @erten. First of its kind in
the U.S.

1

•

PAL'

SPECIAL

1'111191N

•

4

RYAN'S
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fur-ray High
1 Last Week

Style Show gives every
a program in which eivi Home Economics ham
ce to model her dress
mode is the chimrocen.
• of the Home EL-monies ,at Murray High are
B. Cram and Ma. G. T.I
Rage was decorated with
of Dimity and intense
on which fitted in well
e theme of the shaw—
1 to Colors". To the
the stage was a blue
Mow colored booth in
the narrator, Mrs. Mauenphreys and Mrs. DonJones, teachers at Mur
gh, stood.
first girls to go on stage
ie three Home Ec I girie
g their simple-to-make
!oliowed by the Mating
lo consisting of Jennifer
Wanda McNabb, and
.1.noper atid accompanied
y Adams.
querrtty came the two
of Home Ec U girls motheir sportswear. Easter
fashions were modeled
most advanced students
d made hoed suits and
ill the girie are to be
ided for their fine nibs
rig and modeling.
mellent job was dine in
rig 'arid choUitelrmi
gram by Ann *Hart,
and Beth Tuck, Con and the Style Show
tee.

•••
Teat Apple

Adyinismant

rand ENJOY Ill

Rif mists, and not softco. I
▪ Takao boles meals, it is*
*ICUS acid and lets food dishield. kick label from
Diet mend by se excess nit

idiesstise Ask vow niche teas it Hi will gladly 'acorn-

Beekstairs At Th.
White Hoeft
By MERRIMAN MUTE
UPI Whits Rowse Roeder

"The Beet In Service ... Bend of Ciamednie° bin
841 SUPER SHELL

Asei-esid
HMS 11-j000 FORMULA

SIERVICS

Across from Jerry's Reseuroot - Phone 1116-41IN
Max INC:Caktell • We ClOos Treasu
re Chsel OW.

•

aners

WAL.LIS DRUG

CUTS= —
ane7113-1111112

Plasm 113-111TS
* PHEISCIREPTI101111•IIMICUMIT *
We Nave — We WEI Got SI --lk It Ode% Be Obi

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

TO A
FOR
FRUIT

PARKER FORD INC.
1153-112711
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME — LOW TROTT!
"Service Built Our linsIttess"
IT WILL PAY .YOU TO BEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PA
L
ODUCT

—r

•• • •

••

-

PEACE
Nixon

PARLEY - - President
and Jordan's King

new lows,
aggressive
strength in
usually run
ket.

Hussein
anncunce
mutual
search for Mideast peace in
this White House scene.

a 1,1 •

Reynolds & Co. observes that
the last time money was tighten- It
is too
ed severely was in 1966 and the James Dines soon to tell, but,
& Co says "there
pattern of that year is worth mtght just
be one more shakeout
studying for its similarity to before the
first
1969, so far. In 1966 the market ness is over." quarter bearishNegative signs
declined sharply at the beginning include
the inability of new highs
of the year,drallied deceptively, to signific
antly outnumber daily

WEB REPAIR
KIT

2

Renew your
worn chairs
and lounges.
'
--- Choice-of col:

cresting of several
trading stocks,
gold stocks, which
counter to the mar-

WASHINGTON UPI - Secretary
Walter J. Rickel is planning to put
the buffalo tack in the Interior
Department's official seal. It was
learned that the switch from the
modern design that former Interior Secretary Stewart L. DWI
ordered "is in the works." Sen.
Mark 0, Hatfield, R-Ore., who
recently called the new seal
"Madison Avenue fantasy," said
he was "greatly pleased."

•

FISHING
01 OUTFIT

76°

" 99"

Folding hardwood frame.
Heavy canvas
seat. 60-200-1

FUN 'N SUN

OTASC i
l SPECIALS
HURRY! 3 DAYS ONLY!

onglife 3 hp MOWER
19" or 22"

4

Choice of Sizes

4t

4199

Fishermen's
Cold Star Wee
lite-_—C4'

LOW, EASY
TERMS

GOLD Uke.

sTaR_
vaLut
4

Trade-In Your Old
Mower Now! Save More!

202
REEL

Powerful 3 hp Briggs & Stratton
engine. Deep deck for efficient
cutting. Choice of 19" or 22"

Only /147
Americas best selling reel,
complete with line. 62-133-2.
Limit I.

Fisherman's

7

Sizes. 45-212-1/211-1

1.104111

TOOL KIT
112°

62-24"

PRICES CUT ON MAJESTIC
QUALITY

PAINTS

JET FLOW Exterior
WHITE LATEX
Gives reliable protection. No

prinitr needed, if surface is in
1. good
condition. Use on most any

77

JET

33 REEL

Gal.

surface. 30.500-4

V.

The experts
choice, complete with line.

JET SPEED Interior 197
LATEX WALL PAINT

62-135-6

99

Fast drying! Clean up spills,
brushes dc tools with water.
Washable. Choice of colors.

LATEExiERrAl I
NT
II_
-.011404,

30461/467

New Z•bco *800
Heavy Duty Refit. 62.134-S 9.44

Gal.

OUR BEST MAJESTIC
LIQUID PLASTIC LATEX
INDOOR OR OUTDOOR PAINT

Stucco, MASONRY, SIONGUS, g

Aned long
is the U.S.

3-jointed cane
pole, line, hook,
sinker & Boat.
146

•

...••••••••

•••••..

CAMP STOOL

Handy for pic28
nics, camping.

I

Watck, this Space!
Wig to limy UK
the Cere ler the 'NC

BUFFALO BACK

Cook's Jewelry
=Tee 500 MAIN STREET DiamAr="aing,

CHARCOAL GRILL

ors. 60-216,-I,-2,-3

Saw Rosy Fled
"We're all very grateful here
ler wring after that lug winter
of snow - her feet! It has never
hese deeper in ray lifetime. The
jonquils are almost out and today
I saw rosy flack. That's very
eneseaL We generally just have
purple Indies."
And in New York, you could
t'll it was spring. The Mets
lost their eighth consecutive hone spew.
Their oescinerers this time
were the Montreal Expos, brash
biteriepers trees the North,seekleg their first major league victory.
To be kk, lit* Mete made it
clue, sooriag fuer nos ia the
aloft lolling to close the mantic
le 140. Bet net true, Met tans
mpected a victory.
At the end of the game, 45,000
wilder slaty tans breathed a
grateful - sigh of railed and filed
out of Sbea Stadium joyfully looking he other larbiogers of'pr.
lag •UM 0111101046 and rosebuds
sad Mem at he wimp.

declined sharply again, rallied
deceptively again, and then tumbled In September and October.
As late as the beginning of August many market leaders were
"acting well," the firm says.

NEW YCEK UPI - Over the
intermediate term stock prices Patienc
ABOUT INFLATION
e may be out of step
will most likely work lower on with
the time, after a coiple of
fundamentaLs, interloped by re- lush
years from theperformance
currhog peace-hope rallies, Moo- standpo
int, but according to She- WASHINGTON UPI - The Feddy's Investors Service says. Fl- arson, Hammil
l & Co., it is ess- eral Reserve System is practicexibility should be a prime con- ential to
the investor today. A ing what it preaches about inflasideration of the investor at this return to 1967-68
stock market tion. "To minimise the compettime, the firm says, with reserv- conditi
ons is not in immediate ition for scarce goods and seres handy to be committed if a
prospect. While there are still viced during the current inflatiopeace rally comes. "Since his- decent
profit opportunities aro- nary period," it said, it has intory suggests that a peace rally und ,
the firm says, the time definitely postponed construction
Drugs Against Leukemia
could be lengthy and sizable," It may
take to realize them is of a $30 million annex to its
New drugs have brought
the firm adds, "theprudent courheadquarters here. It urged Fedlikely
se is to wait for confirmation." methingto be stretched out to so- eral Reserve tanks across the added months and years to leukemia patients. Support leukemore like pre-1967 norcountry to cut their construction mia research, give to the
ms.
plans to a minimum.
American Cancer cvirs•-ty.

•

1

•

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Wall Street
Chatter

Spring
Raging Oat
All Over

WAMIINGTOft LIPI-Backetakel
at be White BMOC
The temptation to week eat
HOLLYWOOD UPI - Televhi- as sallesell aed
ktireallausi pr- BY FREDERICK M. WINSHIP
ion's commercial networks are otium must he
swellk
By (heed Press Intaroational
running very scared these days. her streagly in knew g op ratThe fear Is frankly admitted by Lyndon B. Mims. President
The yaw resew ere be boom
video executives who are worried
Slue lents( sibs be homy le Be Aheide; reittamts etaprthat the home medium, ender
bp Vag.
pepdatioa 5,500
government and public pressure, be haa beat uscharacterinieely
are le be umlaut of a citywide
Is beaded rapidly for its ewe sliest except for ems wines
material which be had prepared clamp sampalga; a kde be Les"dark ages."
ions% M.no a rosy auk.
A number of events in raced prier is aperture tress be WMTan el mallisas of other Am• months have been the most re- te Howe.
Repents come cid ofTIMM ericus sajeyed spring la emir
sponsible and broadminded teleand Weakenes tea Be. be ewe may today. Untied Press
vision officials concerned.
time
Bet he is assross, maim hawredbool, ali red by the briThere was, for instance, the
ght skies and bailey temperaturand
feels
neglected.
terrific furor over video coveres,
osetacted a nonaber of them
From Muse City, beworter,
age of the riotous, disgraceful
to talk abed
happenings at the Democratic canes a more aribentle Oder, "Po gainft.
set to Seaver Lake
National Ccuvention in Chicago. -Jobasto is net doing at the le flab
for bass ant that I've
As so often happens, reporters- bit, bat blaring as he, klaself, painted
all the
up to the executive level - were promised won leaving Waiki- home," said woodwork around
Tile Ronal, a post
ki'
where
be spud most of his
chastised for covering the mess
official In Springdale,
adalt life. Ile is taldng kings office
fp created by others.
Ark., which claims to be the
As usual in reaction to par. easy and deliberately staykg set chicks cants(
nalist coverage-whether in news- of the public anna • at least, Is IlprkplaU, el am world,
La., "the home
papers or brcadcasting - most for the time Nig.
of theworldsisnot paper miAs
fur
his
being
letters were from those who had
morose aad
Ray Lewis helped
snippy, porous iskeepmotesu ll," Beaker
complaints.
his IS-year•eld sea nut his first
tact
with
Ma say this Is =kw; mobil
As usual, the persons who felt
e wen
the reporting was good did not that despite telonvieral psalm yard fume after slag the backa boxy day makbottler to take the time to say et ihe put, he has adlinhed mille tag leans le
besterners on a
so. And as usual, dissident view- well Is kits wields a pressure "fix op, paint
tg) binge."
ers somehow identtfted the Jour- cooker.
Accept
that
Jobanon's
_ t nalists with the tad news they
cent aflame to auseellateg
Spring Spreads
delivered.
than
a permanent cealike, ene 'Pest& three
Then there is the fact that
weeks MINI In
television, in its occasional slips has aa easier timeindsesleell*Illa eh% Weld be the woken
Ian* of the nth* bringing new
in trying to keep go with the new
freedom in the arts, Is paying Eisenhower cattily avoided lie idler a wt.er atasircecord
a price for the salaciousness be maidng waves la the soft *a ainersity. Geed weenier was the
other media recently-movies,bo- rtly after he left dace. Former nee be meet places.
be Kitty, Most,,SOO asw calves
-loks and the stage. These other President Harry S. TrimsIMO
arts are cabled to little or me stayed away from addle knees were added be a herd of 1,300
control, having near-total free- far some nonlbs foliweleg his male ea the Late T Reach.
• dom. Video, however, conies ow departure, tilICIINtriall MAW "And we've get more se the
der government juisdiction for on magazine-length temodrs as/ way," aid ranch owner Walt
Waiter
Wig ea public airwaves, and is visiting with aid friends in kis I. Taylor. "It mauls nothing
aeighbo
rbool at Inispendraat, but wart mei out AR, then
olfW sere immediately sensitive
P11 lake a vacation."
In torus of mass audience con- Mo.
Johnoon's retkoned may be
the hills were barely
tact.
Then there was the recent more &So* Sias the sane grew be Menima, Be Aida&
Senate investigation of television period for Traumas sad Ova- as kiddy emerald esionced by
sex and violence, and the sugges- bower le that he must awe biesokg bridal wreath, laurel,
tion that programs be screened armed with the freedom they robed, yellow rues, peach, cosad mesquite. Mrs.PetIn advance by the code authority enjoyed. Fenian abed the Viet• of the National Association of nem War and racial went eta er Rebus, aa artist, was outdooBroadcasters. Networks, of co- no hin sad there are Mani- rs at her aeon.
"I always MI mere likepainturse, screen their own shows. mos who instal en Nunn LRI
these two trouble areas.
fog who sprkg conies," said
ftome television officials felt
Without the imastveprobecties Dana Robson. "I get a lot more
code authority pre-screenings cm
tied a predicted in office, work deft MOM the weather is
a wide scale amounted to a step
toward censorship. But the trade Mason with his reiattvely era& luny."
Secret Service aptan night
Near the monument of the Minpress reported that many broadtroublesome dusametralle- ute Man beside 'lite rade bridge
_maws. tared of some recent iskThis
is one name why ids eat arched the feetra the cro-Home raisinl cases involving
staliese, tolleated inclined to se- 4:tinselly rare moventads nay cuses vire be Ish,. net 11 days
1r Mak, Mae autonomy if they trots Mew bus are dashed be be the *mammary of the
Slit I:
mit ease government as mot secrecy as the seewrity Rank of Leniegise, Maw Mrs.
Vellieender of Lexington
• pnessra in future license re- which prevailed ohm he was •
lk office. Perhaps more.
prepared to rake her lawn in
ML
ed&
the first time with gratitude ht
her heart.

,. you
(bermateisi

816 year Dreg mow•
by
rem Peoria Drug Ca., P.O.
els. rvoirts. Ili. 5135 Pee

TV Networks
Are Rmming
Very Scared

TEE MIDGE", & TIMEB

mara.

Golden Delicious vais the product of a
'ice seedling" first red in 1890. A relatively
ipple variety, it is ratone of the better eatrid cooking apples. The
texture and quality
e Golden Delicious
• it one of the truly
Tpose apple varieties.
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ion Show Held.
Ws Note: This news titian Earteene Warlord
ten as one of her renes for the Junior da-1
home economics)
/
Murray High F. H. A.
ad its Tenth Annual,'
Showingof liome Inc-11
Fashions on Iliumeloy,
, in the high school end-

. .
• .•

*tuer

eigoice
30-493/495-7

30.439,456

94

4

Gal.

Wide Variety of
Decorator Colors.

R 470 STORES TO SERVE YOU
[01ASCO1MurraOVE
y, K).BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER 153_8391

USE OUR EASY
CREDIT OR...

FREE
DIP
NET
/1104
•••••••

with
Minnow Bucket
Floating 10qt. bucket &I
clip net.
62-212.3; 174-1

it

Foam Styrene Bucket.
62-211-6

BANKAMERiCARD
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ac011111 0110411 litAPTIPT CHURCH
Las Pala. pasta
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Wry**
10:00 Cm
Teething Union
11:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:80 p
Wedneoley Service
7:10 p.m.
Sad,' Barneet, S.S. Sept, Pool Ways.
Garrison. Yraining Union Diroeteir.

-•••••••..
^M
,
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VIDE

You ro

MI

ST. LBO CATHOLIC Cat711011
401 N 11th Street
Nev. Martin Mattingly. Pastor
Sunday Maass*: 1 a.m..11.a.m. and
4:10 p.m.
Hotyday and First Friday:
8:30 a.m. and 8:00 p-ia.

CNURCK

1.5/11M
NORTIMSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
CrIfYIERLAND
PRESBYTIODAN
Randolph Allen. peeler
aeons IL antes, poster
'err? Graham, Sunday School Punt.
iteepo
Sunday School
Sun
10:00 11..M
10:00 cen.
Preaching
11:00 a.m. Worship Serval
11:00 a.m.
ISLOOD areal smiler CHURCH Evening &miss
1:00 p.m.
1:00 P.M
Highway 444, Now Concord. Ky. Prayer Meeting Wed.
Sunday Evaine Singing
4:30 p.m.
Bar. Ashore Rea Paler
rors..ta SPRINGS BAPTIST
Sunday School
NOSTa PLRAILlIsT GRIOT*
10:00
on.
11171BAT CHURCH OF
CHOICE
CII,Ellaa&LAAD PDAOMITEgaMorning Worship
TED
11:00
HAZAR
Route 3 - Rottertiltre
S.
in.
ZNI
eguocm ice. a.m. geoldha
fle
yutashosi
b 1101 and Plainview
aro. Charles Clutublse, psS.rti
Loaning Worship
8:10
p.
in.
low.MI tillovar. pose
8nomms 8. Zs..
FundAY sc.,'10:00 am.
sae WPM,
Max Aisehassoa. Sunday delmase Sept Mornin
ligmelay School
g Worship
10•1111 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Alors
heueg
ingreW
iem
orablii .... 11:110 Am. Illerld
Trainin
11111110
g Union
1111AL
11:1118
1:00 p.m.
BAPTI
ctn.
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ST CHUM'II
WINFRIIII
IP
g:go
Wleadelletila
evening %%unship
lardiu
T:00
p.m.
4:110 p.m.
Mats
Street
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Baufag Wiesaltip
Milab
Mid-Wsek Parer Sawa,
7,00 .
Wed.
Prayer
llootla
r
1:01
pal•
Norma% Calpaper. rioter
Wednesday
7011 p.m.
Dial.A.
Dirroti
on
763-441
1
1111311PLI1 HILL
MT.
PLZAI
JEMOVAIFS WITNESSED
IANT
Ceili
BBBLA
ND
Sunday actual
CRITES KIITMODIST C11117111CM
II:40 a.m
PISESBYTISSIAN Cut 54
1ST Illerth Fourth Street
Morning Worship
10:10 aan
1M laisasna. Paolo
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
,
Preach
Trainin
Union:
g
lug:
Sunday
Night Perrin.
mkgiogagg
eMairgaggy
7:00 p.m.
aL alu
....
10:10 am Pine and Third Banday
Nism
(Sept
Worshi
-March
s
at
p
11
)
Services
co'.
6:30
11:00
p.m
at
each
first
Ma Idgellaillaidar . 0:30 cin. Preaching:
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Young
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641 Super Shell
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"We Treat You0 The Year0 "
_
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"Ina, Conga.* Melia Center"
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Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

Carroll Tire Service
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LASSITER & McKINNEY

GLASS COMPANY

We Have A
COMPLETE LINE of

* Plate Glass Mirrors
* Window Glass
* Shower Doors and
Tub Enclosures
Beveled and
Framed Mirrors

Fred Wilhite
Files For
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by Charles M. Schulz

IF I WERE HOME,MY MASTEK(JOULD
BE BRINGING ME or sUPPER ABouT
NOW— WHAT WAS HI5 NAME ?

I believe any person asking you,
the voter, LO place
him in a public office, should
take a stand on what
he
plans to do Below I state my,
position and plans for
your consideration.
(oisiling

41.
e/14.

by Ernie Busluniller
YES, MR. SMITH,
I'LL REMEMBER'
311555 4099 —
DEPT 975
EXT. 8634
AU*
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BACK,
NANCY

YOU'RE
TO
CALL A
NUMBER
RIGHT
AWAY

IT'S 311

WHAT

555 4099---IS
DEPT, 975
THE
EXT. 8634

NAME?
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,Step-up to big quality with an
Ariens fairway riding mower.
You've never seen a riding mower
that gives such on-the.spot performance and power where it
counts.
Start enjoying riding mower comfort and dependability with the
Arlen% Fairway
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,/ 4 speeds forward, reverse
starting
Safety discharge
V Socket mat with
rest
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, Turf saver tires
5 H.P. 0c6 H.P. engines

today and discover how
easy it is to Operate .
easier
yet to own
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FARMLNIGTON
SWEET FEED MILL
FarMington, Ky.
Phone 345-2225

I. I oppose two State Laws.
The 5% sales tax now being charged on the transfer
of used vehicles is
unjust and must be repealed.
Also the increase of
license plates to a flat $12.50
hurts you, the work-.
tog public. Your County Clerk
must enforce these
State Laws, but if elected I
promise to work mysel
f
or with any groups to repeal
these laws, and to
fight wild tax increases of this
kind to come.
II. Most counties are now using
photostatic copying
machines for cheaper and
faster processing
of
deeds and real estate mortga
ges. With the
approval
of the fiscal court, I plan to
bring Calloway Count
y
up to par with other counti
es, by using a
copying
machine.
pledge efficient, honest, and
friendly 'service to
each and every citizen of
Murray and the
county.
I am working now, and will
continue to work
to see as many of you as possible
hard,
before May 27
then please accept this state
Until
ment as my sincer
e personal
request for your vote, suppor
t, and influence
in the upcoming primary.
Sincerely,

FRED WILHITE
Billy Joe }angina,
Campaign

Treasurer
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